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Important Coloured Mulch Information
General information

Coloured mulch is composed of shredded wood and colour enhanced with naturally
occurring soil pigments; e.g. iron oxide for red. These colours are designed for safe use
around plants, children and pets.
Colour-enhanced mulch is colourfast as soon as it dries and typically will maintain its
brilliance for over a year.
In interest of ensuring your satisfaction with your purchase, we would like to point out a
potential problem. It is not uncommon to experience colorant washing from the colored
mulch, especially during periods of heavy rain. As with any other item that is being painted,
the paint must have ample time to dry before it is no longer vulnerable to color wash-off
during a rain storm. Please take this fact into consideration and do not install if there is not
enough time for the material dry completely before the rain begins. We regret any
inconvenience this may cause in installation plans, but adhering to this method will help
with overall product satisfaction
Once the color dries, it will remain on the mulch with little or no runoff. However, as with all
colored mulches, the color will not dry until after the mulch has been applied, and allowed
to fully dry. Colored mulch should never be dumped on a surface which can stain, such as a
concrete driveway or walkway, or pavements. In addition, colored mulch should not be
installed directly next to such a surface if heavy rain is anticipated or if sprinklers will flood
the bedding area and cause a runoff onto this surface, before the colored mulch is allowed to
dry. In most cases, if there is a runoff of color, it can be easily washed off with the highpressure spray of a garden hose. In the worst case the application of CLR or Rust Stain
Remover should remove most remaining stain.
Nova Tree represents and warrants to you as our customer that the general information
contained in this disclosure statement is accurate. Customer acknowledges receipt of this
Disclosure Statement and that Customer has read and fully understands it. In addition,
Customer hereby indemnifies Nova Tree from any and all claims which may arise from the
use of this colored mulch, not in accordance with the recommendations and warning in this
disclosure statement. A facsimile copy of this Disclosure Statement is agreed to be legally
valid and binding.

